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Infinity Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 262 pages. Dimensions: 8.5in. x
5.5in. x 0.6in.A continuation of the concept first born in this authors first book of poetic prose,
Rainbows of Reality is a book that takes on a new voice and rediscovers issues often thought of, yet
rarely discussed. No holds barred! No shields present! Rainbows of Reality is open, honest, fresh and
deals with modern times and modern issues, which all persons can relate to: the words that strong
men feel yet seldom find the courage to share; the pains that women feel, unveiled; the happiness,
joys, pains and anguish that life and living employ, with as much realism and straight forwardness
as possible. Rainbows of Reality offers topics of our lives to be discussed and felt over and over
again. It is a book that the whole family can enjoy; and persons from every walk of life can learn
from, yet each shall be left to feel and explore in their own private and personal ways the deep
thoughts that these topics address. From A Return to the Tears Ive Shed in the section on Death; to
Thug Love in the section on Sex, Rainbows of Reality...
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Undoubtedly, this is the best job by any article writer. This really is for all those who statte that there was not a worth reading. I am very easily can get a
enjoyment of reading a published pdf.
-- Rowena  Lea nnon-- Rowena  Lea nnon

A very amazing publication with perfect and lucid information. We have read through and that i am certain that i will planning to study once more yet
again in the future. You will not really feel monotony at anytime of the time (that's what catalogues are for about should you question me).
-- Ma tilda  Hoeg er  V-- Ma tilda  Hoeg er  V
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